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2011

PRINCIPLES OF NAVIGATION - III
Time Allotted : 3 Hours Full Marks : 70

The figures in the margin indicate full marks.

Candidates are required to give their answers in their own words as
far as practicable.

GROUP – A

( Objective Type Questions )

1. Answer the following questions very briefly : 10 × 1 = 10

a) Define Rational Horizon.

b) State difference between superior and interior planet.

c) State conditions necessary for occurrence of a solar
eclipse.

d) What is twilight ?

e) What are the three reference systems in nautical
astronomy ?

f) Define Ascending node.

g) What is synodic period of the moon ?  

h) Enlist 3 stars of ursa major constellation.

i) How many stars SHA and declinations are provided in
Nautical Almanac ?

j) Which is best time for steller observations ?
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GROUP – B

( Short Answer Type Questions )

Answer any three of the following. 3 × 5 = 15

2. The SHA of the sun decrease constantly, while that of a

planet sometimes increases and sometime decreases.

Explain.

3. With the aid of a suitable figure explain why the Moon

exhibits phases.

4. In what latitude will the longest day be three times the

shortest night ?

5. The rhumb line distance between two places in latitude 47˚N

is 1132 miles what is the shortest distance between them ?

6. What are V and d corrections tabulated in the nautical

almanac ? How are they applied ?

GROUP – C

( Long Answer Type Questions )

Answer any three of the following. 3 × 15 = 45

7. a) Explain with a suitable diagram, why planet Venus

sometimes appears as a morning star and sometimes as

an evening star.

b) From a vessel on a constant heading at the same

position, the Sun rose bearing 086˚(C) and 292˚(C). If

the deviation of the compass was 2˚E, find the

variation. 10 + 5
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8. Ship A in latitude 50˚00I N longitude 11˚02I W and ship B in

latitude 50˚00I N longitude 74˚42I W proceed towards each

other along the shortest track between them at 13 knots and

16 knots respectively. What distance would each ship sail

before they meet ?  

9. a) Explain the causes of tide on the basis of Equilibrium

Theory.

b) Explain the causes of variation in the length of day and

night with change of latitude/sun's declination.

c) Though more solar eclipses occur each year, more

people on the earth see lunar eclipses. Give reasons for

this. 5 + 5 + 5

10. a) Discuss Bode's Law.

b) In the quadrantal triangle ABC given A = 67˚02I,

C = 46˚00I  and x = 90˚. Find the remaining three parts.

c) What are the properties of a spherical triangle ?

5 + 5 + 5


